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We quantify the limits on quark-antiquark mass dieren es imposed by
the neutral kaon mass system. In parti ular, we nd that an upper limit to
the mass dieren e of 10 3 eV exists if mass dieren es a ross quark avors
are un orrelated. In the up oming antihydrogen experiments this limit on
quark mass dieren e would allow a measurement of ele tron-positron mass
dieren e up to a relative pre ision level of 10 15 .
PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff

The origin of quark and lepton masses remains at present unknown. It is
generally presumed that by virtue of CPT symmetry matter and antimatter
will always have same fundamental mass parameters. On the other hand,
the experimental limits are at present not very good, and in fa t the limit
on the baryon-antibaryon mass dieren e [1℄:
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is mu h grater than what would su e to indu e a small baryon-antibaryon
abundan e asymmetry in the early Universe evolving into present time.
At the de onnement boundary a baryo hemi al potential of the order of
: eV 
[2℄ su es. Consequently, it would seem that our understanding of the early Universe depends sensitively on the impli it assumption
about the presen e of the mass symmetry for quarks and antiquarks, the
onstituents of baryons, at a level of two orders of magnitude beyond urrent experimental knowledge.
Here we show how the properties of the neutral kaon system onstrain
mu h more a urately the mass dieren e between quarks and antiquarks.
We also omment on a hievable improvement in the measurement of matterantimatter symmetry in omparisons of hydrogen with antihydrogen.
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From a detailed study of the kaon de ay rates, it is observed that the
mass dieren e between the KL and KS states is m  mKL mKS
:
 :  6 eV [3℄. Be ause this mass dieren e is understood within
the standard model to arise from se ond-order weak intera tions that mix
the K 0 and K 0 states [4,5℄, the magnitude of the CPT-violating ontribution
to parti le-antiparti le mass dieren e is severely restri ted by this result.
Re ently, it has been demonstrated by Greenberg [6℄ that CPT breaking
implies the violation of oordinate Lorentz invarian e. In an extension of
the standard model, Lorentz- and CPT-violating operators yielding a satisfa tory quantum eld theory have been onsidered [79℄. Examples in lude
spontaneous Lorentz and CPT violation in the ontext of string eld theory (see, e.g., Refs. [10, 11℄) and non- ommutative eld theories [12℄. These
models oer a basis for numerous pre ision experiments pla ing extremely
tight bounds on Lorentz and CPT breaking. In this ontext, the neutral
kaon system has been analyzed both experimentally [13, 14℄ and theoretially [1517℄, while dire t CPT violation in the neutrino se tor has been
explored in Refs. [1820℄. Other work dis ussing theoreti al impli ations of
CPT violation in lude [2124℄.
One may indeed ask if su h a hypothesis for a mass dieren e between
parti les and antiparti les makes good physi al sense, onsidering the well
established prin iples of quantum eld theory. We believe that a sear h for
ta itly assumed limits to a epted physi al prin iples is a very important
step in veri ation of the paradigm whi h govern our view on the laws of
physi s. This attitude is more generally shared, and with formation of a
large number of antihydrogen atoms, we an look forward to further experimental tests of CPT symmetry to take pla e at CERN [25, 25℄. On a
more theoreti al side, a momentum-dependent dieren e between parti les
and antiparti les is expe ted [15, 16℄, should there be a violation of Lorentz
invarian e, appearing in asso iation with CPT breaking [6℄.
In the following we des ribe how the measured mass asymmetry of the
neutral kaons limits the mass dieren e between quarks and antiquarks. We
dene the KL and KS states in the standard formalism [5℄:
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We express the (assumed) CPT-violating mass dieren e between quarks
and antiquarks as:
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where the signs of Æms and Æmd are undetermined.
The mass operator for the neutral kaon system, with the quark mass
dieren es, be omes:
h
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0 is the neutral kaon mass ex luding weak intera tions, M is the
where MK
w
mass ontribution due to weak intera tions, and the third term is the ee t
that the hange in the urrent quark masses of Eqs. (3) and (4) would have
on the kaon mass.
The form of the third term arises be ause in a model of hadroni stru ture
(e.g., the bag model), the response of the hadroni mass is linear with respe t
to the hange in quark mass if expanded about a nite quark mass [27℄. Note
that a similar ee t arises in non-relativisti quark models. Furthermore,
the s aling fa tor f is of order unity, as onrmed by the features of hadroni
mass splittings.
From Eqs. (1)(5), the mass dieren e between KL and KS be omes:

m = hK jM^ jK i hK jM^ jK i
= m + 2 f [(m m ) (m  m )℄ ;
(6)
^ jK i hK jM^ jK i and terms of 2 or higher have
where m  hK jM
been negle ted. Sin e it is understood that m ' m , this immediately
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yields the result:
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Equation (7) pla es rather stringent limits on dire t CPT violation in

d and s quarks. If the size of the CPT violation a ross quark avors is

un orrelated, then an upper limit to the mass dieren e between quarks
3 eV. Otherwise,
and antiquarks of ea h avor must be mu h less than
the size of the CPT violation a ross s and d avors must be highly orrelated,
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(

)
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su h that ms ms ' md md . This would imply that a CPT violating
for e does not in ee t distinguish between the rst and se ond parti le
generation. In the following, we assume that this is not the ase.
Su h a small mass dieren e between d and d quarks allows a thorough
study of the possible ele tron-positron mass dieren e in the antihydrogen
experiments. The wavelengths of atomi transitions in hydrogen s ale with
the inverse of the redu ed mass,  / mp me =me mp . As a result, the
relative shift in wavelength due to a mass dieren e in hydrogen and antihydrogen atoms omprises also, at a lesser degree, the inuen e of the atomi
nu leus:
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A CPT violation originating in quarks and antiquarks is thus greatly redu ed. Indeed, if the mass dieren e between u and u is also limited to be
 3 eV, then the resulting ontribution of the atomi nu leus to the shift
in wavelength be omes:
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This therefore is in prin iple the pre ision with whi h the relative mass
dieren e of ele tron and positron an be measured in experiments involving
matter and antimatter [25, 26℄. Only when this pre ision is indeed rea hed
we would also be ome sensitive in these experiments to the possible quarkantiquark mass dieren es.
In summary, we nd that the urrent upper limit to the mass dieren e
3
between quarks and antiquarks in the d and s avors is 
if the
magnitude of the CPT violation is un orrelated a ross quark avors. In this
ase, the relative pre ision with whi h the strange quark mass dieren e
is determined appears to be by far the most pre ise su h value presently
known:
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providing a strong onstraint for any CPT model onsidered, and assuring
that a possible quark mass asymmetry is not relevant in the determination
of the physi al onditions in the early Universe.
A possible d-quark mass dieren e at this level would have the ee t of
15
shifting the wavelengths of the antihydrogen atomi spe trum by  
relative to the hydrogen spe trum, allowing a measurement of the mass
dieren e in the leptoni se tor at a yet mu h higher pre ision.
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